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Abstract Discrete-event simulation tools based on the
Java progamming language are finding increasing use.
One of the attractions of Java is its automatic garbage collection capabilities. While garbage collection technology
has markedly improved in recent years, the fact remains
that when a simulation begins to stress the memory system, performance degrades. In this paper we develop a
simple analytic model of a Java simulator’s memory system behavior, as a function of problem size. We show that
once the problem size causes the number of live objects to
exceed 1/2 of the memory space allocated for them, that
the frequency of garbage collection increases exponentially as the problem size increases. However, the problem
size where this exponential growth is actually noticed may
be significantly larger, provided that the native execution
costs are large as compared to the cost of executing the the
garbage collector. Our model predicts that Java based simulators will have performance that scales in problem size,
up to a point where memory crisis suddenly degrades the
performance dramatically. We show that this prediction is
borne out in practice.
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INTRODUCTION

Discrete-event simulation tools based on the Java progamming language are finding increasing use. Current examples include[17, 10, 6, 9, 3, 8, 5, 4, 1, 2, 7, 14]. Discreteevent simulation is just one application where Java is being used in ways that once only C++ was used. While
similar in many ways, Java is distinctly different from
C++ in that it provides built-in support for garbage collection. Both languages allow a program to dynamically

request new objects from the runtime system. In C++ the
programmer is responsible for returning an object once it
is no longer needed. In Java that is not necessary. Its runtime system is able to determine automatically when an
object is no longer being used by the program, and return
it to the memory pool for reuse. As memory problems are
one of the leading causes of bugs in C++ programs, automatic garbage collection is seen as a boon to programmer
productivity.
In Java all objects are created on the runtime heap. Runtime memory management involves allocation of new objects from the heap; re-organization is triggered when a
request is made that cannot immediately be honored. This
re-organization involves compaction of objects that might
still be in use, and reclamation of space used by objects
that can be determined not to be in use.
One of the characteristics of discrete-event simulations
that significantly affects performance is that simulations
typically exhibit little locality of reference. Virtual memory does not buy much for a simulator—once the model
state no longer fits in memory, the virtual memory system
begins to thrash. The implication for Java-based simulators is that the heap should be sized so that it can reside entirely within the computer’s physical memory, to forestall
paging out to disk. This in turn means that the physical
memory size constrains the size of the model that can be
effectively simulated. Obviously, when the memory needs
of the simulation approach the limits of available memory,
the demands on the garbage collection system will be increased. This paper considers the question of how large a
model can be simulated before these demands dominate,
and how quickly performance degrades as a function of
model size because of garbage collection.
We answer these questions using a simple analytic

model that describes the behavior of the HotSpot garbage
collector[11] as a function of problem size. We develop a
formula for the simulation’s execution time per unit model
that expresses the sum of the native execution costs associated with the object throughout its lifetime, the sum
of an object’s copying costs during “minor reclamation”,
and the average per object cost of a mark-and-compact
garbage collection action[12], times the average number
of times an object survives that collection. We see that
the average number of times an object survives a markand-compact step is insignificant at small model sizes,
but grows exponentially (in problem size) once the space
needed by live objects exceeds 1/2 of the memory allocated for them. Our model predicts that a Java-based simulator’s performance will scale with problem size until the
cost of garbage collection (per unit simulation time) is of
the same magnitude as the native problem execution time
(per unit simulation), after which garbage collection costs
dominate overall performance.

claimed are packed into the empty Survivor segment, and
a copy-counter is incremented on each. However if an object has already been copied KT − 1 times, it is copied
instead to the Tenured segment.
The Tenured segment is organized like Eden, a pointer
demarcates a region with allocated objects, and a region
without. An object of size n bytes is copied beginning
at the first address of the unallocated region, after which
the pointer is incremented by n. A Major Reclamation
is triggered when an object is to be copied into Tenured,
but there is not enough space for it. A major reclamation
implements a full mark-and-compact analysis of the entire heap. That is, the tree of live objects is traversed, all
reachable objects are marked and compacted into a contiguous region in Tenured.
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We model the actions of the Sun HotSpot garbage
collector[11], found in JDK 1.3 and 1.4. This algorithm
exploits the observation that many objects are short-lived
and can quickly be identified as reclaimable, e.g., local variables that go out of scope after a procedure call.
Such objects are reclaimed in a low-cost “Minor Reclamation” collection. A more traditional (and computationally expensive) full mark-and-compact “Full Compaction” phase[12] is invoked only when absolutely necessary. Details of this algorithm now follow.

ANALYTIC MODEL

We now develop a simple analytic model of the costs of
executing a Java-based simulation. We are interested in
the simulator’s behavior over a family of increasing large
models. We abstract this notion by assuming that the simulation problem size can be parameterized by real-valued
value n. For example, the system we later study is comprised of n concurrent TCP sessions that pass through a
shared link in the Internet. In this model the bandwidth
of the shared link increases in proportion to the number
of TCP sessions, and as a result the simulation workload
increases linearly with n. We denote the rate (in simulation time) at which new objects are created as λo (n).
We assume that an object is either short-lived (with lifetime Ls ) or long-lived (with lifetime Ll ). The fraction
of short-lived objects is αs , the fraction of long-lived objects is α¯s = 1 − αs ; the average object lifetime is thus
Lavg = αs Ls + α¯s Ll . A short-lived object requires
an average of ms bytes, a long-lived object requires an
average of ml bytes. The average object size is thus
mavg = αs ms + α¯s ml . The average space-time product is Savg = αs ms Ls + α¯s ml Ll .

The heap is partitioned into three sections named Eden,
Survivor, and Tenured. Every request for a new object is
satisfied from Eden, whose state is always comprised of
a contiguous block of memory allocated to recently requested objects, and a contiguous block of free memory.
A pointer demarks the division. A new object of size n
bytes is given an n-byte block beginning at the pointer;
We let γ denote the average execution time per live byte
and the pointer is advanced by n. A minor reclamation is
per
unit simulation time. We assume this cost is indepentriggered when an object is requested that cannot be satisdent
of the size of the model.
fied in Eden.
By Little’s Law[13], the average number of bytes that
The Survivor area is partitioned into two equal sized
are
live at any instant in a simulation of problem size n is
segments, to implement double buffering, one is empty.
When a minor reclamation is triggered, the scavenge rules
L(n) = λo (n) · (αs ms Ls + α¯s ml Ll )
are applied to objects in Eden, and objects in the nonempty Survivor segment. Most objects that are not re= λo (n)Savg .

Consequently the average execution time per unit simula- garbage collectors are tuned to avoid the latter occurence,
tion time for a problem of size n is L(n)γ.
and so we will not model that effect. After a full garbage
collection step, Tenured will contain all the objects that
Now consider the memory system. We suppose that the are alive at the instant of collection. Little’s Law tells us
cost per byte of copying an object during a minor reclama- that the average number of short-lived objects alive at any
tion is βm . We account for the cost of minor reclamations instant is αs λo (n)Ls and that the average number of longby considering how many times an object is copied, on av- lived objects at any instant is α¯s λo (n)Ll . It follows that
erage. We assume that long-lived objects always live long the average amount of Tenured memory occupied by live
enough to be tenured, so that the total cost of minor recla- objects after a major reclamation (what we will call the
mations on a long-lived object is βm ml KT . A short-lived problem’s kernel) is
object may be copied fewer than KT times however.
k(n) = λo (n)(αs Ls ms + α¯s Ll ml )
= λo (n)Savg .
A minor reclamation is triggered once Eden is exhausted. If we denote by Xi the object size of the ith
This leaves MT − k(n) bytes available to receive tenured
new object since the last minor reclamation, and let N be
objects, before another major reclamation is triggered.
the (random) number of objects needed to exhaust Eden,
then
N
−1
N
Let ΛT (n) denote the average rate at which objects are
X
X
Xi < M E ≤
Xi .
copied into Tenured while running a problem of size n.
i=1
i=1
When λo (n) < λt all short-lived objects are reclaimed
during minor reclamation. When λo (n) ≥ λt the shortN is what is known
as
a
“stopping
time”
[16],
which
PN
implies that E[ i=1 Xi ] = E[N ]E[Xi ]. Applied lived objects become tenured also. In summary then
to the inequality above, this tells us that E[N ] ≈

α¯s λo (n) for λo (n) < λt
ME /mavg . Then, since new objects are created at rate
ΛT (n) =
λo (n)
for λo (n) ≥ λt
λo (n) it follows that the average number of simulation
time units between minor reclamations is (approximately)
ME /(mavg λo (n)). It follows that the number of minor
We again use stopping time arguments to estimate how
reclamations that occur in a short-lived object’s lifetime
is λo (n)Ls mavg /ME when this expression is less than often a full reclamation is triggered. The amount of free
space in Tenured after a full reclamation is a random variKT , and is KT otherwise.
able, say F , with E[F ] = MT − k(n). The ith object
. If N is the smallest numWe can approximate the average rate of copying costs tenured has (random) size XiP
N
ber
of
objects
copied
so
that
i=1 Xi ≥ F , then N is a
due to minor reclamation by associating with an object
stopping
time
and
the average cost we expect it to incur, at the point of its
creation. This gives rise to a minor reclamation cost rate
rate

Cm (n) = βm λo (n) αs ms ×
(1)

λo (n)Ls · mavg
, KT } + α¯s ml KT .
min{
ME
From this we see that the copying cost of a short-lived
object grows in the square of the object creation rate, until
λo (n) reaches a threshold
K T ME
Ls mavg

N
X
E[F ] = MT − k(n) ≥ E[
Xi ]
i=1

= E[N ]E[X]

from which we estimate that
( M −k(n)
T

E[N ] ≈

ml
MT −k(n)
mavg

for λo (n) < λt
for λo (n) ≥ λt

The average amount of simulation time between successive full reclamations is approximately E[N ]/Λ(n). We
model the cost of a full reclamation as being proportional
after which short-lived objects are copied only KT times
to the number of live bytes, which gives rise to an average
and are then tenured.
cost of βf k(n), for some per-byte cost βf . The cost rate
per unit simulation time of full reclamation is thus
Next we turn to major reclamations. A full garbage
collection is triggered either when Tenured is exhausted,
βf k(n)
(2)
or when a minor reclamation fills a survivor buffer. Java Cf (n) = E[N ]/Λ(n)
λt =





k(n)

 λo (n) βf α¯s ml MT −k(n)


=

k(n)

 λo (n) βf mavg MT −k(n)

λo (n) < λt depends on application characteristics, as we will see.

It is instructive to consider how changes in the simulation model affects these costs. It is notationally clear that
increases in problem size increase F (n). Intuition tells
us that increasing the average object size will increase the
Our model explains that the overall execution cost per
demand on memory. Perhaps more subtle are changes that
unit simulation time is the sum C(n) = γL(n)+Cm (n)+
increase object lifetime. For example, in a network simuCf (n). From equations (2) and (3) we have a full equation
lation lifetimes of packet objects increase with the latency
for C(n), which is expressed in Figure 1.
on links. Recall that k(n) = λo (n)Savg ; increasing object lifetime increases object space-time product, and so
We can interpret this last expression for C(n) as the increases k(n).
object creation rate times the sum of average per-object
costs of execution, minor reclamation, and major reclaGiven the threat of exponential growth in garbage colmation. Because the units of γ are execution time per
lection costs, it is important to understand how much of
byte per unit simulation time, γ times the average object
the memory can be occupied by the kernel objects bespace-time product Savg gives the object’s execution cost.
fore this growth begins to dominate the overall execution
The units of βm are execution time per byte, so βm times
costs. To get some insight into this, we suppose that minor
the average number of times an object’s bytes are copied
reclamation costs are insignificant relative to other costs.
gives the minor reclamation cost. Likewise, the units of
Denote the ratio of an object’s native execution cost to
βf are execution time per byte, so the product of βf times
the cost associated with it on one pass through the markthe average tenured object size times the number of times
and-compact algorithm by B, e.g., for the case when
a tenured object is in Tenured when a major reclamation
λo (n) ≥ λt let B = γSavg /(βf mavg ). Then suppose
occurs gives the average per-object reclamation cost.
that a given user believes that garbage collection costs
are excessive when they are X percent of overall runThe interesting term in Equation (3) is F (n) = ning time or larger, i.e. that βf mavg F (n) = X(γSavg +
k(n)/(MT − k(n)), which is the average number of times βf mavg F (n)); equivalently, that F (n) = BX/(1 − X).
an object survives the full reclamation phase. F (n) grows We ask how large the kernel is at this balance point. Writvery rapidly when k(n) approaches value MT . To see ing k(n) = αMT , the solution for α in the equation
this, let n1 be the problem size at which k(n1 ) = MT /2, F (n) = BX/(1 − X) is α = BX/(1 + (B − 1)X).
n2 be the problem size at which k(n2 ) = k(n1 ) + (MT − For example then if an object’s native execution costs are
k(n1 ))/2, and in general, ni be the problem size at which 20 times larger than the cost attributed to it in one applik(ni ) = k(ni−1 )+(MT −k(ni−1 ))/2, i.e. k(ni ) is larger cation of the mark-and-compact algorithm, and a user’s
than k(ni−1 ) by 1/2 of the Tenured region unoccupied by tolerance for garbage collection overhead limits it to be
the kernel for problem size ni−1 . Working through the 20% of the overall cost, then XB = 20 × .2 = 4, makmath we get
ing α = 4/4.8 = 0.83. In this case we see that (just
as
intuition suggests) significant native workload offsets
k(ni+1 )
F (ni+1 ) =
garbage collection costs, allowing 83% of Tenured to be
MT − k(ni+1 )
filled with live objects and still maintain a relatively low
k(ni ) + (MT − k(ni ))/2
garbage collection overhead. However, let the problem
=
MT − (k(ni ) + (MT − k(ni ))/2)
size grow so that 96% of the memory holds live objects,
MT
k(ni )
and the garbage collection costs grow by at least a fac=
+
tor of 4, and the overall execution time doubles. After
MT − k(ni ) MT − k(ni )
this point very small changes in problem size exacerbate
> 2F (ni ),
garbage collection markedly. This analysis suggests then
the inequality following from the observation that MT > that when there is a significant amount of intrinsic comk(n). Thus we see that by increasing the kernel by only putational work per object, that garbage collection costs
1/2 of what is possible, then the average number of ma- do not dominate until the Tenured area is nearly full, at
jor reclamations an object undergoes more than doubles. which point they overwhelm performance.
Once the live objects occupy more than 1/2 of Tenured,
the frequency of major garbage collection begins to increase exponentially. This tells us to expect exponential
growth in the major reclamation costs. However, the onset
of the problem size where this growth is actually noticed
λo (n) ≥ λt

(
C(n)

=

γL(n) + βm λo (n)(αs λo (n)ms

Ls ·mavg
ME

+ α¯s ml KT ) + βf λo (n)α¯s ml MTk(n)
−k(n)

βf λo (n)mavg MTk(n)
−k(n)

γL(n) + βm λo (n)mavg KT +




Ls ·mavg
k(n)

λ
(n)
γS
+
β
(α
λ
(n)m
+
α
¯
m
K
)
+
β
α
¯
m
 o
avg
m
s o
s ME
s l T
f s l MT −k(n)


=

k(n)

 λo (n) γSavg + βm mavg KT + βf mavg MT −k(n)

for λo (n) < λt
for λo (n) ≥ λt
for λo (n) < λt
(3)
for λo (n) ≥ λt

Figure 1: Full equation for C(n)

EMPIRICAL VALIDATION

0.018
Exc. Time Per Connection Per sim-sec
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0.016

Heap Size 375Mb
Heap Size 750Mb

0.014

We confirm the qualitative model predictions by ex0.012
amining the performance of the SSFNet network
simulator[17]. The model we study is a classic one, of
0.01
concurrent TCP sessions that share a link; the perfor0.008
mance of various simulators on this model was analyzed
0.006
in [15]. On one side of the link are TCP clients, on the
other side are servers. Each client opens a TCP connection
0.004
with its own server, which then transfers a long file. We
0.002
0
2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000
increase problem size and workload by simultaneously inNumber of Connections
creasing the number of TCP sessions, and the bandwidth
of the shared link. We point out in [15], it is necessary
to increase the bandwidth if we are to increase the execu- Figure 2: Performance of SSFNet as the Problem Size
tion workload of the model by increasing the number of Grows
concurrent TCP sessions.
Figure 2) plots the average execution time per unit
model size (connection) per simulation second of the
SSFNet simulator[17]. Two curves are shown, one when
the heap size is 375Mb, the other when it is twice as
large. Both exhibit the exponential explosion our model
explains. The slight growth in normalized execution time
on smaller problem sizes might be explained by factors
such as priority queue event lists, whose costs increase
logarithmically in problem size. We have not yet instrumented this code to determine (for example) the comparative costs of native execution and garbage collection. Nevertheless this figure (and others like it) give us confidence
that our model explains Java garbage collection costs well.
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CONCLUSIONS

We consider the question of whether garbage collection in
Java-based discrete-event simulators scales, in the sense
of maintaining good performance as the problem size increases. Using a simple analytic model we answer the

question affirmatively, with the caveat that as the problem
size reaches a critical region its contribution to overall execution time increases very rapidly, ultimately dominating
performance. These results confirm the utility of Java as
a tool for discrete-event simulation, but warn that users
need to understand the memory needs of their simulators
and be sure that the platforms on which they run their simulations can meet the application’s memory demands.
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